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1. Introduction
Jacobi structures were independently introduced by Lichnerowicz [27; 28] and
Kirillov [21], and they are a combined generalization of symplectic or Poisson
structures and of contact structures.
A Jacobi structure on an n-dimensional manifold M is a pair .3;E/; where
3 is a skew-symmetric tensor field of type .2; 0/ and E a vector field on M ver-
ifying [3;3] D 2E ^ 3 and [E;3] D 0: The manifold M endowed with a
Jacobi structure is called a Jacobi manifold. A bracket of functions (called Jacobi
bracket) is then defined by ff; gg D 3.df; dg/ C fE.g/ ¡ gE.f /: Thus, the al-
gebra C1.M;R/ of C1 functions on M; endowed with the Jacobi bracket, is a
local Lie algebra in the sense of Kirillov (see [21]). Conversely, a structure of
local Lie algebra on C1.M;R/ defines a Jacobi structure on M (see [16; 21]).
WhenE identically vanishes, we recover the notion of Poisson manifold. Another
link between Jacobi and Poisson manifolds is the following. Take a regular Jacobi
manifold, that is, the vector field E defines a regular foliation; thus, the quotient
manifold inherits a Poisson structure.
The purpose of this paper is to extend to Jacobi manifolds the construction of the
canonical double complex for Poisson manifolds due to Koszul [23] and Brylin-
ski [6]. The first step is to define an appropiate differential operator  D [i.3/; d ]
that extends the one introduced by Koszul [23] and Brylinski [6]. The restriction
of  to the complex of basic differential formsB.M/ is a homology operator, and
the resultant homology groups will be called canonical. Motivated by Brylinski,
we propose the following problem.
Problem A-J. Give conditions on a compact Jacobi manifold which ensure that
any basic cohomology class in H B .M/ has a harmonic representative ; that is,
d D 0 and  D 0:
Moreover, the relation d C d D 0 allows us to introduce a double complex.
Associated with it, there exist two spectral sequences. The second spectral se-
quence always degenerates at the first term; however, this is not true for the first
one. Hence we propose the following problem.
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Problem B-J. Give conditions on a compact Jacobi manifold that ensure the
degeneracy at the first term of the first spectral sequence.
Both problems were proposed by Brylinski in [6] and solved in [10; 11; 12; 13; 30;
42] in the context of Poisson manifolds. In this paper we study these problems for
Jacobi manifolds.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation and
preliminary results that are necessary for the rest of the paper. We present symplec-
tic, almost cosymplectic, contact, and locally conformal symplectic manifolds as
examples of Jacobi manifolds. In fact, a Jacobi manifold possesses a generalized
foliation, with even-dimensional leaves being locally conformal symplectic man-
ifolds and odd-dimensional leaves being contact manifolds (see [9; 28; 29]). We
can say that symplectic manifolds are the bricks used to construct Poisson struc-
tures; however, Jacobi structures are more involved and so we need symplectic,
locally conformal symplectic, and contact bricks.
The extension of the Koszul–Brylinski operator  is given in Section 3. It is the
commutator of the contraction by the 2-vector3 and the exterior differential. Act-
ing on basic forms, we have 2 D 0; and thus  defines a canonical homology. We
also have d C d D 0I we can then define a canonical double complex .E perp;q D

q¡p
B .M/; d; /;wherekB.M/ denotes the space of basic k-forms with respect to
the vector fieldE:We prove that the second spectral sequence always degenerates
at the first term by using a master formula that generalizes the one obtained in [13].
For the first spectral sequence, we prove that for contact manifolds it degenerates
at the first term (Section 4). Notice that the double complex .E perp;q; d; / coincides
with that defined by Brylinski [6] for Poisson manifolds, and in this case the first
spectral sequence for a symplectic manifold degenerates at the first term. Our re-
sult thus holds for both symplectic and contact manifolds. However, it is no longer
true for arbitrary Jacobi manifolds. In [13] we have shown a counterexample in
the context of Poisson manifolds. Here, we exhibit a non-Poisson Jacobi counter-
example—more precisely, a locally conformal symplectic (l.c.s.) manifold that is
obtained as a circle bundle over an almost cosymplectic manifold.
With respect to Problem A-J, we prove that any basic cohomology class on a
compact contact manifold has a harmonic representative if and only if it satisfies
a hard Lefschetz theorem. This result is the analog in odd dimension to Mathieu’s
result for symplectic manifolds [30]. Thus, there is a natural parallelism for the
odd- and even-dimensional cases. We also exhibit a strict Jacobi counterexample,
a circle bundle over the Kodaira–Thurston manifold. With respect to the finiteness
of the canonical homology groups, we prove that, for a contact manifold, they are
isomorphic to the basic de Rham cohomology groups. Therefore, they have finite
dimension if, for instance, the manifold is K-contact or Sasakian. Of course, the
finiteness of the canonical homology groups is guaranteed for compact symplectic
manifolds [6].
Section 5 is devoted to the study of the canonical homology of a particular
kind of Jacobi manifolds—namely, the locally conformal symplectic manifolds.
A very interesting case are the so-called locally conformal symplectic manifolds
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of the first kind (see Vaisman [39]). In contrast with the symplectic case, we prove
that, in general, the canonical homology groups of an arbitrary l.c.s. manifold
are not finite-dimensional. Moreover, we exhibit a 6-dimensional compact l.c.s.
nilmanifold for which the first spectral sequence does not degenerate at the first
term.
All the manifolds considered throughout this paper are assumed to be connected.
2. Jacobi Manifolds
Let M be a C1 manifold. Denote by X.M/ the Lie algebra of the vector fields
onM and by C1.M;R/ the algebra of C1 real-valued functions onM: A Jacobi
structure onM is a pair .3;E/; where3 is a skew-symmetric tensor field of type
.2; 0/ and E a vector field on M verifying
[3;3] D 2E ^3; LE3 D [E;3] D 0: (1)
Here [ ; ] is the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket and L is the Lie derivative. The man-
ifoldM endowed with a Jacobi structure is called a Jacobi manifold. If .M;3;E/
is a Jacobi manifold, we can define a bracket of functions (called Jacobi bracket)
as follows:
ff; gg D 3.df; dg/C fE.g/¡ gE.f / for all f; g 2C1.M;R/: (2)
The mapping f ; g : C1.M;R/C1.M;R/! C1.M;R/ is bilinear and verifies
(i) supportff; gg  support f \ support g;
(ii) ff; gg D ¡fg; f g; and
(iii) ff; fg; hgg C fg; fh; f gg C fh; ff; ggg D 0 (Jacobi’s identity)
for f; g; h2C1.M;R/:
Thus, the space C1.M;R/ endowed with the Jacobi bracket is a local Lie alge-
bra in the sense of Kirillov (see [21]). Conversely, a structure of local Lie algebra
on the space C1.M;R/ of real-valued functions on a manifold M determines a
Jacobi structure on M (see [16; 21]).
If the vector fieldE vanishes, then f ; g is a derivation in each argument, that is,
f ; g defines a Poisson bracket on M: In this case, (1) reduces to [3;3] D 0; and
.M;3/ is a Poisson manifold. The Poisson and Jacobi manifolds were introduced
by Lichnerowicz (see [26; 28]; see also [3; 17; 25; 40; 41]).
The main examples of Poisson manifolds are symplectic and almost cosym-
plectic manifolds. A symplectic manifold is a pair .M;/; where M is an even-
dimensional manifold and is a closed nondegenerate 2-form onM:We define a
skew-symmetric tensor field 3 of type .2; 0/ on M given by
3.; / D .[¡1./; [¡1.//
for all ;  2 1.M/; where 1.M/ is the space of all 1-forms on M and [:
X.M/! 1.M/ is the isomorphism of C1.M;R/-modules defined by [.X/ D
iX: If we choose canonical coordinates .qi; pi/ on M; we have
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 D
mX
iD1
dqi ^ dpi; 3 D
mX
iD1
@
@qi
^ @
@pi
;
with dimM D 2m:
An almost cosymplectic manifold (see Blair [4]) is a triple .M;8; /; whereM
is an odd-dimensional manifold,8 is a closed 2-form, and  is a closed 1-form on
M such that ^8m is a volume form with dimM D 2mC1. If [: X.M/! 1.M/
is the isomorphism ofC1.M;R/-modules defined by [.X/ D iX8C .iX/; then
the vector field  D [¡1./ is called the Reeb vector field ofM: The vector field 
is characterized by the relations i8 D 0 and i D 1: It should be noticed that an
almost cosymplectic manifold was called “cosymplectic” by Libermann [24]. A
skew-symmetric tensor field 3 of type .2; 0/ on M is defined by
3.; / D 8.[¡1./; [¡1.// D 8.[¡1. ¡ .//; [¡1. ¡ .///
for all ;  2 1.M/: Thus, .M;3/ becomes a Poisson manifold. In canonical
coordinates .q1; : : : ; qm; p1; : : : ; pm; z/; dimM D 2mC 1; we have
8 D
mX
iD1
dqi ^ dpi;  D dz;  D @
@z
; 3 D
mX
iD1
@
@qi
^ @
@pi
(see [12; 13]). Other very interesting examples of Jacobi manifolds that are not
Poisson manifolds are the contact manifolds and the locally conformal symplectic
manifolds that we will next describe.
LetM be a .2mC1/-dimensional manifold and  a 1-form onM:We say that 
is a contact 1-form if ^ .d/m 6D 0 at every point. In such a case .M; / is termed
a contact manifold (see e.g. [4]). Using the classical theorem of Darboux, around
every point of M there exist canonical coordinates .t; q1; : : : ; qm; p1; : : : ; pm/
such that
 D dt ¡
X
i
pidq
i :
A contact manifold .M; / is a Jacobi manifold. In fact, we define the skew-
symmetric tensor field 3 of type .2; 0/ on M given by
3.; / D d.[¡1./; [¡1.//
for all ;  2 1.M/; where [ : X.M/ ! 1.M/ is the isomorphism of
C1.M;R/-modules defined by [.X/ D iXd C .X/: The vector field E is just
the Reeb vector field  D [¡1./ of .M; /: Using canonical coordinates, we have
3 D
X
i

@
@qi
C pi @
@t

^ @
@pi
; E D @
@t
:
We remark that i D 1 and i d D 0:
On the other hand, let us recall that an almost symplectic manifold is a pair
.M;/; where M is an even-dimensional manifold and  is a nondegenerate 2-
form on M: An almost symplectic manifold is said to be locally conformal sym-
plectic (l.c.s.) if, for each point x 2 M; there is an open neighborhood U such
that d.e¡/ D 0 for some function  : U ! R (see e.g. [16; 39]). Equivalently,
.M;/ is a l.c.s. manifold if there exists a closed 1-form ! such that
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d D !^: (3)
The 1-form ! is called the Lee 1-form of M: It is obvious that the l.c.s. manifolds
with Lee 1-form identically zero are just symplectic manifolds.
In a similar way as for contact manifolds, we define a skew-symmetric tensor
field 3 of type .2; 0/ and a vector field E on M by
3.; / D .[¡1./; [¡1.// and E D [¡1! (4)
for all 1-forms  and ; where [ : X.M/ ! 1.M/ is the isomorphism of
C1.M;R/-modules defined by [.X/ D iX: Then .M;3;E/ is a Jacobi mani-
fold. Notice that
!.E/ D 0; LE! D 0; LE D 0: (5)
The contact manifolds and the locally conformal symplectic manifolds are a par-
ticular class of Jacobi manifolds known as transitive Jacobi manifolds.
Take a Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/ and define a linear mapping
3#x : T

x M ! TxM
given by h3#x./; i D 3x.; / for all;  2 T x M and x 2M:For a contact man-
ifold .M; / with Reeb vector field ; we have that 3#x./ D ¡[¡1x ./C .x/x
for all  2 T x M: For a l.c.s. manifold .M;/; we obtain 3# D ¡[¡1:
The Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/ is said to be transitive if, for all x 2M; the tan-
gent space TxM is generated by 3#x.T x M/ and Ex [9]. Let .M;3;E/ be a tran-
sitive Jacobi manifold. Then we have the following statements (see [9] and the
references therein).
(a) If dimM D 2mC 1 then, for every x 2M; it follows that
TxM D 3#x.T x M/ hExi:
Therefore, the 1-form  defined by x.u C Ex/ D  for u 23#x.T x M/ and
2R is a contact 1-form.
(b) If dimM D 2m then we deduce that 3#x : T x M ! TxM is an isomorphism.
Thus, if we put
x.X; Y / D 3x..3#x/¡1X; .3#x/¡1Y / for all X; Y 2 TxM
and if !x D iExx; we get that .M;/ is a l.c.s. manifold with Lee 1-form !:
Therefore, a transitive Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/ is a contact or a l.c.s. manifold.
Next, we will prove that an arbitrary Jacobi manifold is foliated by leaves that
are contact or l.c.s. manifolds. Roughly speaking, a Jacobi manifold is made of
contact or l.c.s. pieces.
Let .M;3;E/ be a Jacobi manifold. If f 2C1.M;R/; then the vector fieldXf
defined by Xf D 3#.df / C fE is called the Hamiltonian vector field associated
with f: It should be noticed that the Hamiltonian vector field associated with the
constant function 1 is just E: A direct computation shows that [Xf ;Xg] D Xff;gg
[28]. Denote by Dx the subspace of TxM generated by all the Hamiltonian vec-
tor fields evaluated at the point x 2M: In other words, Dx D 3#x.T x M/ C hExi:
SinceD is involutive, one easily deduces thatD defines a generalized foliation in
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the sense of Sussmann [36]. This foliation is termed the characteristic foliation in
[9]. Moreover, if L is a leaf of D then the Jacobi structure .3;E/ on M induces
a transitive Jacobi structure .3L;EL/ on L: Thus, we deduce that the leaves ofD
are contact or l.c.s. manifolds (for a detailed study we refer to [9; 16]).
Next, we explain the local structure of Jacobi manifolds. Let .M;3;E/ be a
Jacobi manifold with Jacobi bracket f ; g: Given a nonzero function a on M; we
construct a new Jacobi structure on M by putting
3a D a3; Ea D aE C [3; a]:
We say that .3;E/ and .3a;Ea/ are conformally equivalent. The Jacobi bracket
arising from .3a;Ea/ becomes
ff; gga D 1
a
faf; agg for all f; g 2C1.M;R/:
The following result was proved in [9].
Theorem 2.1. Let .M;3;E/ be an n-dimensional Jacobi manifold with Jacobi
bracket f ; g; x0 a point in M; and S the leaf passing through x0:
(i) If S is a contact leaf with odd dimension 2m C 1; then there exist local co-
ordinates .t; q1; : : : ; qm; p1; : : : ; pm; z1; : : : ; zn¡2m¡1/ centered at x0 such
that
E D @
@t
;
3 D
mX
iD1

@
@qi
C pi @
@t

^ @
@pi
C
n¡2m¡1X
D1
3
@
@t
^ @
@z
C
X
1<n¡2m¡1
3
@
@z
^ @
@z
;
and the functions 3 and 3 do not depend on the coordinates t; qi; pi and
vanish at x0: Thus, the Jacobi bracket is given by
ft; qig D ¡qi; ft; zg D 3 ¡ q; fqi; pj g D ij ; fz; zg D 3;
the other brackets of coordinate functions being zero.
(ii) If S is a locally conformal symplectic leaf with even dimension 2m; then there
exists a nonzero function a defined on a neighborhood of x0 as well as local
coordinates .q1; : : : ; qm; p1; : : : ; pm; z1; : : : ; zn¡2m/ centered at x0 such that
the Jacobi structure .3a;Ea/; locally conformal to .3;E/; is given by
Ea D
n¡2mX
D1
.Ea/
 @
@z
;
3a D
mX
iD1
@
@qi
^ @
@pi
C
mX
iD1
n¡mX
D1
pi.Ea/
 @
@z
^ @
@pi
C
X
1<n¡2m
.3a/
 @
@z
^ @
@z
;
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and the functions .Ea/ and .3a/ do not depend on the coordinates qi; pi
and vanish at x0: Thus, the Jacobi bracket is given by
fqi; pj ga D ij ; fqi; zga D qi.Ea/;
fz; zga D .3a/ C z.Ea/ ¡ z.Ea/;
the other brackets of coordinate functions being zero.
Remark 2.2. (i) A Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/ is said to be regular if the vector
field E is complete, E 6D 0 at every point, and the 1-dimensional foliation defined
byE is regular in the sense of Palais [34]. In such a case, the space of leaves NM D
M=E has the structure of a differentiable manifold and the canonical projection
 : M ! NM is a fibration (surjective submersion). Moreover, we can define on
NM a 2-vector N3 as
N3. N; N/ B  D 3. N;  N/
for all N; N 2 1. NM/: Notice that, from (1), N3 is well-defined and . NM; N3/ is a
Poisson manifold (see [9]).
(ii) If .M; / is a regular contact manifold with Reeb vector field ; then it is
well known that the quotient Poisson manifold NM D M= is a symplectic mani-
fold with symplectic form  such that  D d (see e.g. [4]). In fact,  is the
dual 2-form of the bivector N3:
(iii) In Section 5, we will prove that if .M;/ is a regular l.c.s. manifold of the
first kind then the quotient Poisson manifold is an almost cosymplectic manifold.
3. The Canonical Double Complex for Jacobi Manifolds
Let .M;3;E/ be a Jacobi manifold, and denote by k.M/ the space of differen-
tial k-forms onM:We introduce the differential operator  : k.M/! k¡1.M/
given by the commutator of i.3/ and the exterior differential dI that is,
 D [i.3/; d ] D i.3/ B d ¡ d B i.3/ (6)
(see [8]). We notice that if E D 0 (i.e., if .M;3/ is a Poisson manifold) then  is
just the Koszul operator (see [6; 23]).
A direct computation gives the following explicit expression of :
Proposition 3.1. We have
.f0 df1 ^    ^ dfk/
D
X
1ik
.¡1/iC1.ff0; fig ¡ f0E.fi/C fiE.f0//df1
^    ^cdfi ^    ^ dfk
C
X
1i<jk
.¡1/iCjf0 d.ffi; fj g ¡ fiE.fj /C fjE.fi// ^ df1
^    ^cdfi ^    ^ cdfj ^    ^ dfk;
where the hat denotes missing arguments.
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Proof. The result follows from a direct computation that takes (2) into account.
Proposition 3.2. For a Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/ we have
2 D i.3/iEd C di.3/iE:
Proof. A straightforward computation, using (6), shows that
2 D i.3/di.3/d ¡ di.3/i.3/d C di.3/di.3/: (7)
Using that [[i.a/; d ]; i.b/] D i.[a; b]/ together with (1) and (6), it follows that
i.3/¡ i.3/ D [; i.3/] D [[i.3/; d ]; i.3/] D i.[3;3]/ D 2iEi.3/: (8)
Now, using again (6):
i.3/¡ i.3/ D 2i.3/di.3/¡ di.3/i.3/¡ i.3/i.3/d: (9)
Thus, from (8) and (9) we have
i.3/di.3/ D iEi.3/C 12 fdi.3/i.3/C i.3/i.3/dg: (10)
Finally, the proposition follows from (7) and (10).
Proposition 3.3. For a Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/ we have:
(i) iE D ¡iEI
(ii) LE D LE:
Proof. (i) From (6) and the Cartan formula LX D d B iX C iX B d it follows that
iE B  D iE.i.3/d ¡ di.3// D i.3/LE ¡ i.3/diE ¡ LEi.3/C diEi.3/:
Now, using (1):
LEi.3/¡ i.3/LE D i.LE3/ D i.[E;3]/ D 0: (11)
Thus,
iE B  D di.3/iE ¡ i.3/diE D ¡iE:
(ii) Using again (11), and since LEd D dLE; it follows that
LE D LE.i.3/d ¡ di.3// D i.3/LEd ¡ dLEi.3/
D i.3/dLE ¡ di.3/LE D LE:
For an integer k; we will denote by kB.M/ the subspace of basic k-forms. That
is,
kB.M/ D f 2k.M/ j iE D 0; LE D 0 g
D f 2k.M/ j iE D 0; iEd D 0 g:
If C1B .M;R/ is the space of basic functions on M; then kB.M/ is a C1B .M;R/-
module.
The following corollary is a consequence of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3.
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Corollary 3.4. Let  2kB.M/: Then we have:
(i)  2k¡1B .M/I
(ii) 2 D 0:
Using Proposition 3.1, we also deduce the following.
Corollary 3.5. If f0; f1; : : : ; fk are basic functions, then the k-form f0 df1 ^
   ^ dfk is basic and we have
.f0 df1 ^    ^ dfk/ D
X
1ik
.¡1/iC1ff0; figdf1 ^    ^cdfi ^    ^ dfk
C
X
1i<jk
.¡1/iCjf0 dffi; fj g ^ df1
^    ^cdfi ^    ^ cdfj ^    ^ dfk:
Let .M;3;E/ be a Jacobi manifold. Corollary 3.4 allows us to introduce the
differential complex
   ¡! kC1B .M/
B¡! kB.M/
B¡! k¡1B .M/ ¡!    ;
where B D j
B
.M/ and B.M/ D
P
k 
k
B.M/: This complex is called the
canonical complex of M: If M is a Poisson manifold (i.e., if E D 0/ then this
complex is just the canonical complex introduced by Brylinski (see [6]). The
homology of this complex is denoted by H can .M/ and is called the canonical
homology of .M;3;E/:
Also, we can consider the subcomplex of the de Rham complex given by the
basic forms
   ¡! k¡1B .M/
dB¡! kB.M/
dB¡! kC1B .M/ ¡!    ;
where dB D d j
B
.M/: The cohomology of this complex is denoted by H B .M/
and is called the basic de Rham cohomology of .M;3;E/: A direct computation
shows that d C d D 0: Thus we can introduce the canonical double complex
E;.M/; defined by
Ep;q.M/ D q¡pB .M/ for p; q  0:
This double complex is concentrated on the first quadrant. Then we define the
periodic double complex E per;.M/ by
E perp;q.M/ D q¡pB .M/ for all p; q 2Z:
Thus (see e.g. [5]) there are two spectral sequences fEr.M/g and f0Er.M/g (of
homological type) associated with the periodic double complex. Both of these
spectral sequences converge to the total homologyHD .M/; that is, the homology
of the total complex .Ek.M/;D/; where Ek.M/ D
L
pCqDk Ep;q.M/ and D D
d C :
Remark 3.6. (i) If M is a Poisson manifold (i.e., if E D 0/ then the peri-
odic double complex E per;.M/ of M coincides with the one previously defined by
Brylinski [6].
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(ii) Let .M;3;E/ be a regular Jacobi manifold and . NM; N3/ the correspond-
ing quotient Poisson manifold (see Remark 2.2). We deduce that E per;. NM/ and
E per;.M/ are isomorphic in such a way that the behavior of the corresponding
spectral sequences is just the same. In particular, the canonical homology group
H canp .M/ is isomorphic to the canonical homology groupH canp . NM/; and the basic
de Rham cohomology group HpB .M/ is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology
group Hp. NM/:
Denote by r the differential of bidegree .¡r; r ¡1/; so that the groups ErC1p;q .M/
are isomorphic to the homology groups of the following sequence:
   ¡! ErpCr;q¡rC1.M/
r¡! Erp;q.M/
r¡! Erp¡r;qCr¡1.M/ ¡!    :
It should be noticed that a basic differential form  2 E perp;q.M/ lives to Erp;q.M/ if
it satisfies
 D 0; d D 1; d1 D 2; : : : ; dr¡3 D r¡2; dr¡2 D r¡1 (12)
for some basic differential forms 1; : : : ; r¡1:Denote by []r the homology class
defined by  in Erp;q.M/: The differential operator r is then given by
r []r D [dr¡1]r : (13)
In particular, for r D 1 the groups E1p;q.M/ of the first spectral sequence are
isomorphic to the homology groups of the sequence
   ¡! E perp;qC1.M/
B¡! E perp;q.M/
B¡! E perp;q¡1.M/ ¡!    :
Thus, we have
E1p;q.M/
D f 2 E
per
p;q.M/ j B  D 0 g
B.E perp;qC1.M//
D f 2
q¡p
B .M/ j  D 0 g
.
qC1¡p
B .M//
D H canq¡p.M/: (14)
For r D 2; the groups E2p;q.M/ are isomorphic to the homology groups of the
sequence
   ¡! E1pC1;q.M/
d¡! E1p;q.M/
d¡! E1p¡1;q.M/ ¡!    :
From (14) we obtain
E2p;q.M/
D
f 2 E perp;q.M/ j  D 0 and d D 1 for some 12 E perp¡1;qC1.M/ g
d.H canq¡p¡1.M//
: (15)
Similar definitions can be given for the terms Erp;q.M/; r  3:
Let 0r be the differential of bidegree .r ¡ 1;¡r/; so that the groups 0ErC1p;q .M/
are isomorphic to the homology groups of the sequence
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   ¡! 0Erp¡rC1;qCr .M/
0r¡! 0Erp;q.M/
0r¡! 0ErpCr¡1;q¡r .M/ ¡!    :
We notice that a basic differential form  2 E perp;q.M/ lives to 0Erp;q.M/ if it satisfies
d D 0;  D d1; 1 D d2; : : : ; r¡3 D dr¡2; r¡2 D dr¡1 (16)
for some basic differential forms 1; : : : ; r¡1: Denote by 0[]r the homology
class defined by  in 0Erp;q.M/: The differential operator 0r is then defined by
0 0r []r D 0[r¡1]r : (17)
For r D 1; the groups 0E1p;q.M/ of the second spectral sequence are isomorphic to
the homology groups of the sequence
   ¡! E perpC1;q.M/
dB¡! E perp;q.M/
dB¡! E perp¡1;q.M/ ¡!    :
Thus, we have
0E1p;q.M/ D
f 2 E perp;q.M/ j dB D 0 g
dB.E perpC1;q.M//
D f 2
q¡p
B .M/ j d D 0 g
d.
q¡p¡1
B .M//
D Hq¡pB .M/: (18)
For r D 2; the groups 0E2p;q.M/ are isomorphic to the homology groups of the
sequence
   ¡! 0E1p;qC1.M/
¡! 0E1p;q.M/
¡! 0E1p;q¡1.M/ ¡!    : (19)
From (19), we obtain
0E2p;q.M/
D
f 2 E perp;q.M/ j d D 0 and  D d1 for some 12 E perpC1;q¡1.M/ g
.H
q¡pC1
B .M//
: (20)
In order to study the second spectral sequence, we need the following master
formula.
Lemma 3.7. For a Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/; we have
ki.3/di.3/k¡1 D i.3/kd C .k ¡ 1/di.3/k C k.k ¡ 1/i.3/k¡1iE (21)
for all positive integers k:
Proof. We proceed by induction. For k D 1 the proof is trivial. From (8) we have
2i.3/di.3/ D i.3/2d C di.3/2 C 2i.3/iE: (22)
Thus, (21) holds for k D 2: Suppose that (21) is true for an arbitrary k :
ki.3/di.3/k¡1 D i.3/kd C .k ¡ 1/di.3/k C k.k ¡ 1/i.3/k¡1iE: (23)
If we apply i.3/k¡1 (on the right) to both sides of (22), we obtain that
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2i.3/di.3/k D i.3/2di.3/k¡1C di.3/kC1C 2i.3/kiE:
Thus,
2ki.3/di.3/k D ki.3/2di.3/k¡1C kdi.3/kC1C 2ki.3/kiE: (24)
Now, if we apply i.3/ (on the left) to both sides of (23) then we deduce that
ki.3/2di.3/k¡1 D i.3/kC1d C .k ¡ 1/i.3/di.3/k C k.k ¡ 1/i.3/kiE: (25)
Adding (24) to (25), we finally have
.k C 1/i.3/di.3/k D i.3/kC1d C kdi.3/kC1C k.k C 1/i.3/kiE:
Theorem 3.8. For a Jacobi manifold .M;3;E/; the second spectral sequence of
the double complex E perp;q.M/ degenerates at 0E1.M/I that is, 0E1.M/ D 0E1.M/:
Proof. We will show that 0r D 0 for all r  1:
Consider  2 E perp;q.M/ such that 0[]r 2 0Erp;q.M/: Hence, there exist basic dif-
ferential forms 1; : : : ; r¡1 that satisfy (16) and such that 0 0r []r D 0[r¡1]r : In
fact, since d D 0; we have
 D [i.3/; d ] D d.¡i.3//:
Thus, we can take 1 D ¡i.3/: From (11) we deduce that
iE1 D ¡i.3/iE D 0; LE1 D ¡i.3/LE D 0;
which implies that 12 E perpC1;q¡1.M/:
Now, using Lemma 3.7 yields
1 D di.3/2 ¡ i.3/di.3/ D d. 12 i.3/2/:
Thus, we can take 2 D 12 i.3/2: It is clear that 2 is also basic; that is, iE2 D
0 and LE2 D 0: Proceeding further, we obtain that
s D .¡1/
s
s!
i.3/s for all 1 s  r ¡ 1
and moreover thats is basic. Then, a representative element of the class 0 0r []r D0[r¡1]r is, using Lemma 3.7,
r¡1D .¡1/
r¡1
.r ¡ 1/! .i.3/di.3/
r¡1 ¡ di.3/r/ D d

.¡1/r
.r/!
i.3/r

;
which implies that r¡1 defines the zero homology class in 0ErpCr¡1;q¡r .M/: This
completes the proof.
With regard to the first spectral sequence, Brylinski has proved that it degener-
ates at the first term for a compact symplectic manifold [6]. He also proposed the
following problem.
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Problem B. Give conditions on a compact Poisson manifold that ensure the
degeneracy at the first term of the first spectral sequence.
Fernández, Ibáñez, and de León [12; 13] have obtained a counterexample (a 5-
dimensional compact almost cosymplectic manifoldM5/ for which the first spec-
tral sequence does not degenerate at the first term. Another example (a Poisson
structure of rank 2 on the Kodaira–Thurston manifoldKT /was given in [11]. Here,
we propose the natural extension of Brylinski’s Problem B.
Problem B-J. Give conditions on a compact Jacobi manifold that ensure the
degeneracy at the first term of the first spectral sequence.
In the next section we prove that the first spectral sequence degenerates for contact
manifolds also.
4. Canonical Homology, Spectral Sequences, and Basic
de Rham Cohomology on Contact Manifolds
In this section we study the double complex E per;.M/ on a particular class of Jacobi
manifolds: contact manifolds.
Let .M; / be a .2m C 1/-dimensional contact manifold and consider the iso-
morphism of C1.M;R/-modules [ : X.M/ ! 1.M/ defined by [.X/ D
iXd C .X/: The mapping [ can be extended to a mapping from the space
Xk.M/ of k-vectors onto the space of k-formsk.M/ by putting [.X1^  ^Xk/ D
[.X1/ ^    ^ [.Xk/: Thus, [ is also an isomorphism of C1.M;R/-modules.
Now, let Xk.M/ be the submodule of Xk.M/ defined by Xk.M/ D fK 2
Xk.M/ j iK D 0 g; where .iK/.1; : : : ; k¡1/ D K.; 1; : : : ; k¡1/; and let
k .M/ be the submodule of k.M/ defined by k .M/ D f 2k.M/ j i D
0 g: Then [jXk.M/ : Xk.M/! k.M/ is an isomorphism of C1.M;R/-modules.
We define the star operator QB : k.M/! 2m¡k .M/ by
QB D i.[¡1jXk.M/.//
.d/m
m!
: (26)
Notice that, from i d D 0; we have i QB D 0: We will now prove some prop-
erties of this operator.
Lemma 4.1. Let .M; / be a contact manifold. Then:
(i) L B QB D QB B L I
(ii) if  is a basic k-form then QB is a basic .2m¡ k/-form.
Proof. Since i D 1 and i d D 0; we deduce that L [.X/ D [.[;X]/ for all
X 2X.M/: Thus,
L [.K/ D [.LK/ (27)
for all K 2 Xk.M/: Now, let  2 k.M/: Using (27) and that [L; i.K/] D
i.LK/ for all K 2Xk.M/; we have
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L .QB/ D L i.[¡1.// .d/
m
m!
D i.[¡1.//L

.d/m
m!

C i.L [¡1.// .d/
m
m!
D i.[¡1.L// .d/
m
m!
D QB.L/:
This proves (i). Part (ii) is direct consequence of (i).
Proposition 4.2. Let .M; / be a contact manifold.
(i) If  2k.M/; then Q2B D :
(ii) If  is a basic k-form, then B  D .¡1/kC1 QB dB QB:
Proof. (i) For each point x 2M; let Ann.x/ be the vector subspace of those tan-
gent vectors in TxM that are annihilated by x: Therefore, Ann.x/ is a symplectic
vector space with symplectic form .d/x; and .QB/x is just the star isomorphism
defined by the symplectic form .d/x on Ann.x/: Thus, the result follows from
[24].
(ii) Let fI  U; .t; qi; pi/g be a system of canonical coordinates on MI that is,
 D dt ¡
X
i
pidq
i; 3 D
X
i

@
@qi
C pi @
@t

^ @
@pi
; E D @
@t
:
We can consider in U the symplectic form  D P i dqi ^ dpi D d: Now, if
 is a basic k-form then it is a k-form on U; and a direct computation shows
that QB D Q and i.3/ D i.3/; where Q is the star isomorphism de-
fined on the space of forms in U by the symplectic form  and where 3 DP
i.@=@q
i/ ^ .@=@pi/ (see [24]). Thus, using Theorem 2.2.1 of [6], we conclude
that B  D .¡1/kC1 QB dB QB for all basic k-forms :
The following corollary states that the canonical homology of a contact manifold
is just its basic de Rham cohomology.
Corollary 4.3. Let .M; / be a contact manifold of dimension 2m C 1: Then
the operator QB establishes an isomorphism of the canonical homology group
H cank .M/ with the basic de Rham cohomology group H
2m¡k
B .M/:
Corollary 4.3 permits us to obtain sufficient conditions to ensure the finiteness
of the canonical homology groups of a compact contact manifold. In fact, we
will prove that for a particular class of compact contact manifolds (the K-contact
manifolds) the canonical homology groups have finite dimension.
Let .M; ; ; ; g/ be a .2mC1/-dimensional almost contact metric manifold;
that is (see [4]),  is a .1;1/ tensor field,  is a 1-form,  is a vector field, and g is
a Riemannian metric on M such that
2 D ¡IdC  › ; ./ D 1; and g.X; Y / D g.X; Y /¡ .X/.Y /
forX; Y 2X.M/;where Id is the identity transformation. Then we have ./ D 0
and .X/ D g.X; / for allX 2X.M/:The fundamental 2-form8 ofM is defined
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by8.X; Y / D g.X; Y /; and the .2mC1/-form ^8m is a volume form onM:
The almost contact metric manifold is said to be: contact if d D 8I K-contact
if it is contact and  is Killing; normal if [; ] C 2d ›  D 0I Sasakian if it
is contact and normal; almost cosymplectic if8 and  are closed; and cosymplec-
tic if it is almost cosymplectic and normal (see [4]). If M is a Sasakian manifold
then it is K-contact [4].
Next, let .M; ; ; ; g/ be a .2m C 1/-dimensional compact K-contact mani-
fold. Denote by F the foliation onM defined by  . It is clear that F is a transver-
sally oriented foliation. In fact, v D .d/m=m! is a transversal volume form
associated with the foliation F . If ? is the Hodge star isomorphism, then the
characteristic form XF D ?v of F is just the 1-form :
Since  is Killing, we deduce that F is a Riemannian foliation and that g is a
bundle-like metric. Moreover, we have
g.rX; Y / D d.X; Y / D 8.X; Y / D ¡g.X; Y /
for X; Y 2X.M/; where r is the Riemannian connection of g: This implies that
rX D ¡X: In particular, r  D 0 and thus the mean curvature 1-form associ-
ated with F is null.
We can define a star operator N?B : kB.M/! 2m¡kB .M/ by
 ^ N?B D v
for  2 kB.M/ (see [19]). The relations between ? and N?B are characterized by
the formulas
N?B D .¡1/ki ?  and ? D N?B ^  (28)
for  2kB.M/: Thus, we obtain
N?2B D .¡1/k (29)
for  2kB.M/: The global scalar product h ; i onk.M/ restricts on basic forms
to the expression
h;  0 i D
Z
M
 ^ N?B 0 ^ :
With respect to this scalar product, the adjoint operator NB : kB.M/ !
k¡1B .M/ of dB is given by NB D ¡N?B dB N?B (30)
(see [19]). A direct computation, using (28) and the fact that i D .¡1/kC1. ^
?/ for  2kB.M/ (see [14]), shows that
N D NB  C  ^A./; (31)
where N is the codifferential on M; A D ?[d]?; and [d] is the operator defined
by [d] D  ^ d:
Now, let N1B : kB.M/! kB.M/ be the basic Laplacian (i.e., N1B D dB NB CNB dB/; and let kBH .M/ be the space of transversally harmonic basic k-forms
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(i.e., the kernel of N1B on kB.M//:We have that a basic k-form  is transversally
harmonic if
dB D d D 0 and NB  D N ¡  ^A D 0: (32)
In [1] and [2], the authors obtained a basic de Rham–Hodge decomposition for a
transversally oriented Riemannian foliation on a compact orientable Riemannian
manifold with bundle-like metric and with basic mean curvature 1-form (for a dif-
ferent proof of this result see [20]; we also refer to [38] for a general reference).
Using this result, it follows that there is a decomposition into mutually orthogonal
subspaces
kB.M/ D N1B.kB.M//kBH .M/ D im dB  im NB kBH .M/
and, moreover, the space kBH .M/ has finite dimension. Therefore, since the ba-
sic de Rham cohomology group H kB .M/ is isomorphic to the space kBH .M/; we
conclude that H kB .M/ has finite dimension. From Corollary 4.3, this then implies
our next result.
Corollary 4.4. Let .M; / be a compactK-contact manifold. Then the canon-
ical homology groups H can .M/ have finite dimension.
Remark 4.5. For a compact symplectic manifold, the canonical homology groups
have finite dimension [6; 13]. For compact contact manifolds, we only are able to
assure the finiteness for K-contact or Sasakian manifolds.
We return to the general case of an arbitrary contact manifold .M; /: Since B  D
.¡1/kC1 QB dB QB for all basic k-form ; we can introduce a harmonic theory on
contact manifolds.
Definition 4.6. A basic k-form  on a contact manifold .M; / is said to be
harmonic if d D 0 and B  D 0:
A similar definition was introduced by Brylinski in [6] for symplectic and (more
generally) Poisson manifolds by using the Koszul operator. Here, we also ex-
tend Definition 4.6 for arbitrary Jacobi manifolds in such a way that it would be
consistent with Brylinski’s definition.
In [6], Brylinski proposed the following problem.
Problem A. Give conditions on a compact Poisson manifold which ensure that
any cohomology class in H .M/ has a harmonic representative ; that is, d D
0 and  D 0:
Brylinski proved that this holds for compact Kähler manifolds and cotangent bun-
dles, and he conjectured that this would be true for any compact symplectic man-
ifold. This conjecture was recently disproved by Fernández, Ibáñez, and de León
[10] by exhibiting a counterexample. More generally, Mathieu [30] has proved
that a compact symplectic manifold .N;/ verifies Brylinski’s conjecture if and
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only if it satisfies the strong Lefschetz theorem: for any n  m; dimN D 2m;
the cup product []n : Hm¡n.N / ! HmCn.N / is an isomorphism. A simpler
proof of this fact was made by Yang [42]. As a consequence, the odd Betti num-
bers of a compact symplectic manifold verifying Brylinski’s conjecture are even.
In the odd-dimensional setting, it was recently proved by Ibáñez [18] that, for a
compact cosymplectic manifold, any de Rham cohomology class has a harmonic
representative.
The following problem is a natural extension of the previous one.
Problem A-J. Give conditions on a compact Jacobi manifold which ensure that
any basic cohomology class in H B .M/ has a harmonic representative ; that is,
d D 0 and B  D 0:
The result obtained by Mathieu gives an answer for Problem A-J in the symplectic
setting. We will give a similar answer for Problem A-J in the contact setting.
Let .M; / be a contact manifold of dimension 2mC1; letB.M/D
P
k 
k
B.M/
be the real vector space of basic forms onM; and consider on B.M/ the restric-
tions dB and B of the differential operators d and  (see Section 3). We also intro-
duce the operators [d]; f; and h; which are given by [d]./ D d ^ ; f./ D
i.3/; and h./ D .k ¡ m/ for all  2 kB.M/: It is clear that [d]; f; and h
are endomorphisms of B.M/: In fact, if  2kB.M/ then [d]./ 2kC2B .M/;
f./ 2k¡2B .M/; and h./ 2kB.M/: Moreover, from a direct computation us-
ing (6), (8), and the local expressions of  and 3 in canonical coordinates, we
obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Let .M; / be a contact manifold of dimension 2m C 1: Then the
operators dB; B; [d]; f; and h verify:
(i) [h; [d]] D 2[d]; [h; f ] D ¡2f; [[d]; f ] D hI
(ii) [[d]; dB] D 0; [h; dB] D dB; [f; dB] D B; [[d]; B] D dB; [h; B] D ¡B;
[f; B] D 0:
From (i) we deduce that f[d]; f; hg spans a Lie algebra isomorphic to sl.2/; the
Lie algebra of all 2  2-matrices of trace 0: From (ii) and since d 2B D 2B D
dBB C B dB D 0 we have that the operators [d]; f; h; dB; and B span the Lie
super-algebra sl.2/R2: Therefore, the space B.M/ viewed as a .sl.2/R2/-
module belongs to the category V of all .sl.2/  R2/-modules on which h acts
diagonally with only finitely many different eigenvalues (this is studied in [30]).
We denote by H har B.M/ the subspace of all the cohomology classes in H B .M/
that contain at least one harmonic form:
H khar B.M/
D f a 2H kB .M/ j 9 2kB.M/ with dB D 0; B  D 0; and a D [] g:
Consequently, using Theorem 1 and Lemma 5 of [30], we obtain the following
result.
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Theorem 4.8. Let .M; / be a (not necessarily compact) contact manifold of di-
mension 2m C 1: Then H B .M/ D H har B.M/ if and only if, for any n  m; the
cup product [d]n : Hm¡nB .M/! HmCnB .M/ is onto.
If .M; ; ; ; g/ is a compact K-contact manifold of dimension 2m C 1; we de-
duce that the basic de Rham cohomology groupH kB .M/ is isomorphic to the space
kBH .M/ of transversally harmonic basic k-forms and that H kB .M/ has finite di-
mension. Furthermore, from (29) and (30) we obtain that the spaces m¡nBH .M/
and mCnBH .M/ are isomorphic, which implies that the dimension of H
m¡n
B .M/ is
equal to the dimension of HmCnB .M/: Therefore, using Theorem 4.8, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.9. Let .M; ; ; ; g/ be a compactK-contact manifold of dimen-
sion 2mC 1: Then the following two assertions are equivalent.
(i) H B .M/ D H har B.M/:
(ii) For any n  m; the cup product [d]n : Hm¡nB .M/ ! HmCnB .M/ is an iso-
morphism.
Sasakian manifolds may be considered as an odd-dimensional counterpart of Käh-
ler manifolds. This leads to our next result.
Corollary 4.10. Let .M; ; ; ; g/ be a compact Sasakian manifold. Then
H B .M/ D H har B.M/:
Proof. We will use the fact that a Sasakian manifold is K-contact. Suppose that
dimM D 2mC1: A (not necessarily basic) k-form  on M is called C-harmonic
by Ogawa [33] if
d D 0 and N D  ^A;
where N is the codifferential onM andA D ?[d]?;with ? the Hodge star isomor-
phism. Notice that theC-harmonic basic forms are just the transversally harmonic
basic forms (see (32)).
If k  m and  is a C-harmonic k-form, then Ogawa [33] proved that  is basic
and, as a consequence, the .kC2/-form [d] D ^d is alsoC-harmonic. Now,
if  is a transversally harmonic basic k-form (with k arbitrary) then, proceeding as
in [33], we also can prove that [d] D  ^ d is a transversally harmonic basic
.k C 2/-form.
Using these results, we will deduce that the cup product [d]n : Hm¡nB .M/!
HmCnB .M/ is an isomorphism for n  m: The basic de Rham cohomology group
Hm¡nB .M/ (respectively, HmCnB .M// has finite dimension, and it can be identi-
fied with the space m¡nBH .M/ (resp. mCnBH .M// of transversally harmonic basic
.m¡n/-forms (resp. .mCn/-forms). Under these identifications, the cup product
[d]n : Hm¡nB .M/! HmCnB .M/ is just the linear mapping
[d]n : m¡nBH .M/! mCnBH .M/;  7!  ^ .d/n:
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On the other hand, from results for arbitrary almost contact metric manifolds
(see [7, Lemma 6, Prop. 14]), we deduce that the cup product [d]n : m¡nBH .M/!
mCnBH .M/ is injective. Finally, since the dimensions of the spaces m¡nBH .M/ and
mCnBH .M/ are equal, we conclude that the cup product is an isomorphism. This,
in view of Corollary 4.9, ends the proof of our result.
Example 4.11. Consider the 3-dimensional torus T 3 D R3=Z3 endowed with the
contact 1-form
 D cos.2x3/dx1 C sin.2x3/dx2;
where .x1; x2; x3/ are the standard coordinates on R3: The Reeb vector field is
given by
 D cos.2x3/ @
@x1
C sin.2x3/ @
@x2
:
The contact manifold .T 3; / is not regular, since  induces an irrational flow
on the 2-dimensional torus x3 D 1=6: In fact, the integral curve of  through
.0; 0; 1=6/ is given by .t=2;
p
3t=2; 1=6/: The flow  is not Riemannian, since the
union of the leaf closures whose dimension is maximal is not open in T 3 (see [31,
Prop. 5.3, p. 157]). As we know, H 0B.T 3/ D R since T 3 is connected. Next, we
will computeH 2B .T 3/:We have that [d] defines a nontrivial class inH 2B .T 3/; be-
cause our foliation (denoted by F / is taut and transversally symplectic (see [38,
Thm. 9.23, p. 125]). Moreover, since F is a subfoliation of the foliation defined
by the canonical fibration  : T 3 ! T 1; .x1; x2; x3/ D x3; it follows that the
filtration defined by  on the de Rham complex ..T 3/; d / induces a filtration
on the basic complex .B.T 3/; dB/ such that the corresponding spectral sequence
.Ei; di/ converges to H B .T 3/: Using standard arguments, we obtain that
H 2B .T
3/ D E1;12 D H 1.T 1;H1/;
whereH1 is the presheaf defined byH1.U/ D H 1B.¡1.U//with U an open set in
T 1:Using that the foliationF restricted to each fiber of  is linear, we deduce that
H 2B .T
3/ D R: Finally, from Theorem 4.8 we conclude thatH B .T 3/ D H har B.T 3/:
It should be noticed that T 3 admits neither Sasakian nor regular contact struc-
tures (see e.g. [4, pp. 71, 77]).
We now consider the particular case of regular contact structures in order to obtain
an example of contact manifoldM for whichH B .M/  H har B.M/: Theorem 4.8
yields the following corollary.
Corollary 4.12. Let .M; / be a (not necessarily compact) regular contact
manifold of dimension 2mC1 with Reeb vector field ; and suppose that .M=;/
is the induced symplectic quotient manifold. Then H B .M/ D H har B.M/ if and
only if, for any n  m; the cup product []n : Hm¡n.M=/ ! HmCn.M=/ is
onto, where H .M=/ is the de Rham cohomology of M=:
From Corollary 4.12 we obtain the following.
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Corollary 4.13. Let .M; / be a compact regular contact manifold with Reeb
vector field ; and suppose that .M=;/ is the induced symplectic quotient man-
ifold. Then H B .M/ D H har B.M/ if and only if M= verifies the strong Lefschetz
theorem.
Example 4.14. LetH be the Heisenberg group consisting of real matrices of the
form
H D
(ˆ 1 x1 x3
0 1 x2
0 0 1
!  x1; x2; x3 2R
)
I
H is a 3-dimensional connected, simply connected, and nilpotent Lie group. A
standard computation shows that a basis for the left invariant 1-forms onH is given
by fdx1; dx2; dx3 ¡ x1dx2g: Now, we take the compact quotient 0nH; where 0
is the uniform subgroup of H consisting of those matrices whose entries are in-
tegers. Hence 0nH is a 3-dimensional compact nilmanifold, and the 1-forms
dx1; dx2; dx3 ¡ x1dx2 all descend to 1-forms 1; 2; 3 on 0nH:
The Kodaira–Thurston manifold KT [37] is
KT D .0nH / S1:
Denote by 4 the canonical 1-form on S1: Then f1; 2; 3; 4g is a basis for the
1-forms on KT such that
d1 D d2 D d4 D 0; d3 D ¡1 ^ 2:
We recall that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence
classes of principal circle bundles over a manifold N and the cohomology group
H 2.N;Z/: Furthermore, given an integral closed 2-form  on N; there is a prin-
cipal circle bundle  : M ! N with connection form  such that  D dI that
is,  is the curvature form of the connection [22].
The 2-form D 22^3C1^4 onKT is symplectic and defines an integer
class. Thus, there exists a principal circle bundle  : M ! KT with connection
form 5 such that  D d5: We denote by the same symbols the lifted 1-forms
i .1  i  4/ to M: It should be noticed that M is also a compact nilmanifold,
with structure equations
d1 D d2 D d4 D 0; d3 D ¡1^ 2; d5 D 22 ^ 3 C 1^ 4: (33)
Moreover, .M; 5/ is a regular contact manifold, and the induced symplectic quo-
tient manifold is just KT: Since KT is a compact nilmanifold, its de Rham co-
homology can be easily computed by using Nomizu’s theorem [32; 35]. In fact,
b1.KT / D 3; and we deduce thatKT does not verify the strong Lefschetz theorem.
Thus, we conclude that
H B .M/  H

har B.M/:
To end the example, if we integrate the structure equations (33) we can realize M
as the nilmanifold N0nG; where G is the group consisting of the matrices
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G D
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
0BBBBBBB@
1 x1 x2 2x1x2 x4 x3 x5
0 1 0 2x2 0 x2 ¡.x2/2 ¡ x4
0 0 1 2x1 0 0 ¡2x3
0 0 0 1 0 0 ¡x2
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCA

x1; x2; x3; x4; x5 2R
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
and N0 is the subgroup of G consisting of the matrices with integer entries.
In the remainder of this section we study the behavior of the first spectral sequence
for contact manifolds.
Theorem 4.15. Let .M; / be a contact manifold of dimension 2m C 1: Then,
for all r  0; the homomorphism
fr : E
r
p;q.M/! 0Erq;2mCp.M/
given by
fr []r D 0[QB]r
is an isomorphism of homology groups. Moreover, fr commutes with the differ-
ential; that is,
.fr B r/[]r D .¡1/q¡pC1.0r B fr/[]r
for all []r 2Erp;q.M/:
Proof. Let  2 E perp;q.M/: Then, from Lemma 4.1, QB 2 E perq;2mCp.M/: More-
over, if  lives to Erp;q.M/ then there exist basic forms i 2 E perp¡i;qCi.M/ .i D
1; : : : ; r ¡ 1/ that satisfy conditions (12); that is,
 D 0; d D 1; d1 D 2; : : : ; dr¡3 D r¡2; dr¡2 D r¡1:
We will show that  D QB lives to 0Erq;2mCp.M/: To do this, we consider the
differential forms i D QBi .i D 1; : : : ; r ¡ 1/: Then, using Proposition 4.2, it
follows that
d D 0;  D d1; 1 D d2; : : : ; r¡3 D dr¡2; r¡2 D dr¡1
and so QB lives to 0Erq;2mCp.M/: Moreover, using again Proposition 4.2, we de-
duce that fr is an isomorphism.
On the other hand, we have that r¡1 2q¡pC2.r¡1/B .M/: As a result, QBr¡1 2

2m¡qCp¡2.r¡1/
B .M/: Then, using (13) and (17), we have
.fr B r/[]r D fr [dr¡1]r D 0[QB dr¡1]r ;
.0r B fr/[]r D 0r 0[QB]r D 0[B QBr¡1]r :
Now, from Proposition 4.2, we have .B QB/r¡1 D .¡1/q¡pC1 QB dr¡1I we con-
sequently obtain that
.fr B r/[]r D .¡1/q¡pC1.0r B fr/[]r :
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Using Theorems 3.8 and 4.15, we conclude as follows.
Theorem 4.16. Let .M; / be a contact manifold of dimension 2mC1: Then the
first spectral sequence of the double complex E perp;q.M/ degenerates atE1.M/I that
is, E1.M/ D E1.M/:
5. Canonical Homology and Spectral Sequences of
Locally Conformal Symplectic Manifolds
In this section we study the canonical homology and the behavior of the first spec-
tral sequence for l.c.s. manifolds. Particularly, we will study the case of l.c.s.
manifolds of the first kind according to Vaisman’s classification [39].
Let .M;/ be a l.c.s. manifold with Lee 1-form !: A vector field X on M is
said to be an infinitesimal automorphism of .M;/ if LX D 0: We denote by
X.M/ the space of the infinitesimal automorphisms of .M;/: If X 2 X.M/
then, using (3), we deduce that LX! D d.!.X// D 0; which implies that !.X/
is constant. Moreover, if X; Y 2X.M/ then [X; Y ]2X.M/: Thus, X.M/ is
a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra X.M/ of the vector fields on M (see [39]).
Consider now the homomorphism l : X.M/! R defined by
l.X/ D !.X/
forX 2X.M/:We call l the Lee homomorphism of X.M/ (see [39]). Since! is
closed, l is a Lie algebra homomorphism for the commutative Lie algebra structure
of R; and it is clear that the homomorphism l is either trivial or an epimorphism.
Definition 5.1 [39]. A l.c.s. manifoldM is said to be of the first kind if the Lee
homomorphism l is an epimorphism.
We remark that a l.c.s. manifold .M;/ is of the first kind if and only if there
exists X 2 X.M/ such that l.X/ 6D 0: In fact, the following theorem gives the
structure of a l.c.s. manifold of the first kind.
Theorem 5.2 [39]. Let .M;/ be a 2m-dimensional l.c.s. manifold of the first
kind with Lee 1-form !; and suppose that .3;E/ is the associated Jacobi struc-
ture on M: Then there exists U 2X.M/ such that l.U/ D !.U/ D 1 and, if  is
the 1-form on M given by  D ¡iU; we have:
 D d ¡ w ^ 
and
.E/ D 1; iUd D iEd D 0; [E;U ] D 0:
Moreover, !^  ^ .d/m¡1 is a volume form on M:
If .M;/ is a l.c.s. manifold of the first kind andU 2X.M/ is such that!.U/ D 1;
then U is said to be a basic infinitesimal automorphism of .M;/:
Next, we study the canonical homology of a l.c.s. manifold of the first kind.
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Proposition 5.3. Let .M;/ be a l.c.s. manifold of the first kind with Lee 1-form
!; and let U be a basic infinitesimal automorphism of .M;/: If .3;E/ is the
associated Jacobi structure on M and  is the canonical operator, then:
(i) iU  C iU D 0I
(ii) .!^ / D ¡!^  C LE for all :
Proof. Denote by [ the canonical isomorphism [ : X.M/ ! 1.M/; [.X/ D
iX: Since U 2X.M/; we deduce that
LU[.X/ D [LUX D [[U;X]:
Thus, LU[¡1 D [¡1LU for all  21.M/I from (4), this implies that
.LU3/.; / D .LU/.[¡1; [¡1/ D 0: (34)
Therefore, from (6) and (34), we obtain that
iU  D i.3/LU ¡ LU i.3/ ¡ iU
D ¡i.LU3/ ¡ iU D ¡iU;
which proves (i).
Now suppose that Q3 is the 2-vector on M given by
Q3 D 3¡ E ^ U:
Since i3 D U and iw3 D ¡E (see Theorem 5.2), we have that i Q3 D i! Q3 D 0:
Consequently, from Theorem 5.2 we get that
i.3/.!^ / D !^ i. Q3/ ¡ iE C !^ iU iE D !^ i.3/ ¡ iE (35)
and therefore, using that ! is closed, we finally obtain
.!^/ D !^ di.3/¡!^ i.3/dC diEC iEd D ¡!^ CLE: (36)
We next consider the submodule kU.M/ of k.M/ defined by
kU.M/ D f 2k.M/ j iU D 0 g
and the subspace kBU.M/ defined by
kBU.M/ D f 2kB.M/ j iU D 0 g:
Proposition 5.3 allows us to introduce the following subcomplex of the canonical
complex of M :
   ¡! kC1BU .M/
B¡! kBU.M/
B¡! k¡1BU .M/ ¡!    :
We denote by H canU .M/ the homology of this complex, that is,
H cankU .M/ D
KerfB : kBU.M/! k¡1BU .M/g
B.
kC1
BU .M//
:
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Theorem 5.4. Let .M;/ be a l.c.s. manifold of the first kind with Lee 1-
form !; and let U be a basic infinitesimal automorphism. Let QFk : kB.M/ !
kBU.M/k¡1BU .M/ be the isomorphism of C1B .M;R/-modules defined by
QFk./ D . ¡ !^ iU; iU/:
Then QFk induces an isomorphism Fk : H cank .M/! H cankU .M/H can.k¡1/U .M/:
Proof. If .3;E/ is the associated Jacobi structure on M; it is easy to prove (see
(5)) that
iE. ¡ !^ iU/ D iU . ¡ !^ iU/ D 0; iEiU D 0;
for  2kB.M/: Furthermore, from (5) and Theorem 5.2, we have that
LE. ¡ !^ iU/ D ¡!^ LEiU D ¡!^ iULE D 0
and
LE.iU/ D iULE D 0:
Thus,  ¡ ! ^ iU 2 kBU.M/; iU 2 k¡1BU .M/; and QFk is an isomorphism. In
fact, the inverse homomorphism is defined by
QF¡1k : kBU.M/k¡1BU .M/! kB.M/; .; / 7!  C !^ :
On the other hand, from Proposition 5.3 we deduce that
QFk.B / D .B. ¡ !^ iU/;¡BiU/;
which implies that QFk induces a homomorphism Fk : H cank .M/ ! H cankU .M/ 
H can.k¡1/U .M/: In a similar way, the homomorphism QF¡1k induces a homomorphism
Gk : H
can
kU .M/  H can.k¡1/U .M/ ! H cank .M/; and it is obvious that Gk B Fk D
IdH can
k
.M/ and Fk BGk D IdH can
kU
.M/H can
.k¡1/U .M/: This ends the proof of our result.
Now we define an operator dU : kU.M/! kC1U .M/ given by
dU D d ¡ !^ iUd for all  2kU.M/: (37)
The following properties will be useful in the sequel.
Proposition 5.5. Let M be a l.c.s. manifold of the first kind, U a basic infini-
tesimal automorphism, and .3;E/ the associated Jacobi structure on M: If  is
a form on M such that iU D 0; we have:
(i) d 2U D 0I
(ii) .iEdU C dU iE/ D LEI
(iii) .LEdU ¡ dULE/ D 0:
Proof. A direct computation, using (37) and the fact that ! is closed, shows (i).
Next, from (5) and Theorem 5.2, we deduce that
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iEdU D LE ¡ !^ iULE ¡ dU iE
D LE ¡ !^ LEiU ¡ dU iE D LE ¡ dU iE
and
LEdU D dLE ¡ !^ LEiUd
D dLE ¡ !^ iUdLE D dULE;
which proves (ii) and (iii).
Proposition 5.5 allows us to introduce the following differential complex:
   ¡! k¡1BU .M/
dU¡! kBU.M/
dU¡! kC1BU .M/ ¡!    :
Its cohomology is denoted by H BU.M/; that is,
H kBU.M/ D
KerfdU : kBU.M/! kC1BU .M/g
dU.
k¡1
BU .M//
:
Next, we study the relationship between the cohomology groups H BU.M/ and
the canonical homology groups H can .M/ of M: For this purpose, we introduce a
star operator as follows. Let [ : X.M/! 1.M/ be the canonical isomorphism
X 2X.M/ ¡! [.X/ D iX:
The mapping [ can be extended to a mapping from the space Xk.M/ of k-vectors
into the space k.M/ by putting [.X1 ^    ^ Xk/ D [.X1/ ^    ^ [.Xk/: This
extension is an isomorphism of C1.M;R/-modules.
Now, denote by Xk.;!/.M/ the submodule of Xk.M/ defined by
Xk.;!/.M/ D fK 2Xk.M/ j iK D i!K D 0 g
and by k.E;U/.M/ the submodule of k.M/ defined by
k.E;U/.M/ D f 2k.M/ j iE D iU D 0 g;
where  is the 1-form on M given by  D ¡iU: Hence, the mapping [jXk
.;!/
.M/:
Xk.;!/.M/! k.E;U/.M/ is an isomorphism of C1.M;R/-modules.
We define a star operator QB : k.E;U/.M/! 2m¡2¡k.E;U/ .M/ given by
QB D i..[jXk
.;!/
.M//
¡1.//
.d/m¡1
.m¡ 1/! (38)
for 0  k  2m ¡ 2; where dimM D 2m: Notice that iU .QB/ D iE.QB/ D 0
for all  2k.E;U/.M/; since iUd D iEd D 0 (see Theorem 5.2). We next state
some properties of this operator.
Lemma 5.6. We have:
(i) LE B QB D QB B LEI
(ii) if  is a basic k-form and iU D 0; then QB is a basic .2m¡ 2¡ k/-form.
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Proof. Since LE D 0; we deduce that
LE[.X/ D [LEX D [[E;X]
for X 2X.M/: Thus,
LE[.K/ D [LEK (39)
for K 2Xk.M/: Therefore, if  2k.E;U/.M/ then from (39) and Theorem 5.2 it
follows that
LE.QB/ D LEi.[¡1.// .d/
m¡1
.m¡ 1/!
D i.[¡1.//LE .d/
m¡1
.m¡ 1/! C i.LE[
¡1.//
.d/m¡1
.m¡ 1/!
D i.[¡1.LE// .d/
m¡1
.m¡ 1/! D QB.LE/:
This proves (i). Part (ii) follows using (i).
Proposition 5.7. Let .M;/ be a 2m-dimensional l.c.s. manifold of the first
kind, U a basic infinitesimal automorphism, and .3;E/ the associated Jacobi
structure on M: Suppose that 0  k  2m¡ 2:
(i) If  2k.E;U/.M/; then Q2B D :
(ii) If  is a basic k-form such that iU D 0; then B  D .¡1/kC1 QB dU QB:
Proof. For a point x 2M; consider the subspace Sx of TxM given by
Sx D f v 2 TxM j x.v/ D !x.v/ D 0 g;
where  is the 1-form onM defined by  D ¡iU: Then Sx is a symplectic vector
space with symplectic form .d/x (see Theorem 5.2), and .QB/x is the star isomor-
phism defined by the symplectic form .d/x on Sx (see [24]). Thus, (i) follows
using the results of [24].
Now suppose that dimM D 2m and that .V;ˆ/ is a local chart in M such that
(see [39]) ˆ.V / D W  I  J with I and J open intervals of R: Suppose also
that .q1; : : : ; qm¡1; p1; : : : ; pm¡1; t; s/ are canonical coordinates on V such that
 D dt ¡
m¡1X
iD1
pidq
i; ! D ds: (40)
From (4), (5), Theorem 5.2, and (40), we obtain
E D @
@t
; U D @
@s
;
3 D
X
i

@
@qi
^ @
@pi

C @
@t
^

@
@s
C
X
i
pi
@
@pi

:
(41)
Therefore, if  2kBU.M/ then  can be viewed as a k-form on W along W  J;
that is,
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 : .x; s/2W  J 7! .x; s/2 .k.W//x:
Moreover, if we denote by dW the exterior differential in W; then—using (37),
(40), and (41)—we may deduce that
.dW s/x D .d ¡ ds ^ i@=@s d/.x;t;s/ D .dU/.x;t;s/ (42)
for .x; t; s/2W  I  J; where s is the k-form in W given by
s : y 2W 7! s.y/ D .y; s/2 .k.W//y:
On the other hand, from (38), (40), and (41) we have that
.QB/.x;t;s/ D .Qds/x and .i.3//.x;t;s/ D .i.3d /s/x; (43)
where Qd is the star isomorphism on W defined by the symplectic form d DP
i dq
i ^ dpi and where 3d D
P
i @=@q
i ^ @=@pi: Consequently, using (42),
(43), and a result of Brylinski (see Theorem 2.2.1 of [6]), we deduce that
.i.3/dU ¡ dU i.3// D .¡1/kC1.QB B dU B QB/:
It is then sufficient to check that
B  D .i.3/dU ¡ dU i.3//: (44)
However, from (35) we obtain that
.i.3/dU ¡ dU i.3// D B  ¡ !^ iU B ;
which, from Proposition 5.3, implies (44).
Using Theorem 5.4, Lemma 5.6, and Proposition 5.7 we conclude as follows.
Corollary 5.8. Let M be a 2m-dimensional l.c.s. manifold of the first kind,
and let U be a basic infinitesimal automorphism. Then the star operator QB es-
tablishes an isomorphism of the cohomology group H kBU.M/ with the homology
group H can.2m¡2¡k/U .M/ for 0  k  2m ¡ 2: Thus, there also are the following
isomorphisms:
H cank .M/
D H 2m¡2¡kBU .M/H 2m¡1¡kBU .M/ .0  k  2m¡ 2/;
H can2m¡1.M/ D H 0BU.M/; H can2m .M/ D 0:
In Section 4 we showed that the canonical homology groups of a compact K-
contact manifold have finite dimension. Using Corollary 5.8, we will prove that
the corresponding result does not hold for nonsymplectic l.c.s. manifolds. In fact,
we will construct a counterexample. However, before exhibiting our counterex-
ample, we will prove some useful general results.
Proposition 5.9. Let .M;/ be a regular l.c.s. manifold of the first kind with as-
sociated Jacobi structure .3;E/: Then there exists an almost cosymplectic struc-
ture .8; / on the quotient manifold NM D M=E such that the induced Poisson
structure of NM is just the one given by .8; /:
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Proof. Let U be a basic infinitesimal automorphism ofM; and let  be the 1-form
given by  D ¡iU: From (5) and Theorem 5.2, it follows that there exists a
unique 2-form 8 as well as a unique 1-form  on NM such that
 D ! and 8 D d; (45)
where ! is the Lee 1-form of M and  : M ! NM is the canonical projection.
Thus, using (45) and Theorem 5.2, we obtain that the pair .8; / is an almost
cosymplectic structure on NM: Moreover, we also deduce that the vector field U
is  -projectable, and its projection  is just the Reeb vector field of the almost
cosymplectic manifold . NM;8; /:
Now, denote by [ : X.M/ ! 1.M/ and N[ : X. NM/ ! 1. NM/ the isomor-
phisms defined by [.X/ D iX and N[. NX/ D i NX8C . NX/; respectively.
If N is a 1-form on NM; then by (4) we obtain that !.[¡1 N/ D 0: Furthermore,
N./ D 0 if and only if .[¡1 N/ D 0: Thus, if N./ D 0 we deduce that the
vector field [¡1. N/ is  -projectable, and its projection is just the vector field
N[¡1 N (see (45) and Theorem 5.2). Therefore, using (4), Theorem 5.2, and (45), we
conclude that
8.N[¡1 N; N[¡1 N/ B  D 8.N[¡1. N ¡ N.//; N[¡1. N ¡ N./// B 
D d.[¡1 N ¡ . N./ B /E; [¡1 N ¡ . N./ B /E/
D d.[¡1 N; [¡1 N/
D .[¡1 N; [¡1 N/ D 3. N;  N/
for N; N 21. NM/: This completes the proof.
Let . NM;8; / be an almost cosymplectic manifold with Reeb vector field : We
consider the submodule k. NM/ of k. NM/ given by
k.
NM/ D f 2k. NM/ j i D 0 g;
and we define the operator d : k . NM/! kC1 . NM/ by
d D d ¡  ^ i .d/ for all  2k . NM/:
We have that d 2 D 0 (see [13]), so we can consider the corresponding differen-
tial complex
   ¡! k¡1 . NM/
d¡! k. NM/
d¡! kC1 . NM/ ¡!    :
We denote by H  . NM/ the cohomology of this complex.
Proposition 5.10. Let . NM;8; / be an almost cosymplectic manifold with Reeb
vector field : Suppose that [8]2H 2. NM;Z/: Then the following statements hold.
(i) There exists a principal circle bundle  : M ! NM with connection form 
such that 8 is the curvature form of the connection; that is, 8 D d:
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(ii) M is a regular l.c.s. manifold of the first kind that induces the almost cosym-
plectic structure .8; /:Moreover, a basic infinitesimal automorphism U of
M is the horizontal lift of  to M:
(iii) H kBU.M/ D H k . NM/ for all k:
Proof. (i) follows from [22].
(ii) Put  D d ¡  ^ : A direct inspection shows that .M;/ is a l.c.s.
manifold of the first kind with Lee 1-form ! D : It is clear that a basic infin-
itesimal automorphism U of M is the horizontal lift H of  to M: Furthermore,
the associated Jacobi structure on M is just .3;E/; where E is the infinitesimal
generator of the action of S1: This implies that the corresponding quotient Poisson
manifold M=E is the almost cosymplectic manifold . NM;8; /:
(iii) Using that U D H ; we deduce that the isomorphism  : k. NM/ !
kB.M/ satisfies
 B i D iU B ;  B d D dU B :
Therefore,  : k. NM/ ! kB.M/ induces an isomorphism between the coho-
mology groups H k . NM/ and H kBU.M/:
Remark 5.11. If Ng is a Riemannian metric on NM; then g D Ng C  ›  is a
Riemannian metric on M and E is Killing with respect to g:
Example 5.12. Let NN be a compact symplectic manifold with symplectic 2-form
N8: Consider the following almost cosymplectic structure .8; / on NM D NN  S1:
8 D pr1. N8/;  D pr2./;
where pr1 and pr2 are the canonical projections of NM onto the first and second
factor (respectively) and  is the length element of S1: Notice that the Reeb vector
field  of NM is the vector field  on S1 characterized by the condition ./ D 1:
Denote by H . NN/ the de Rham cohomology of NN; and consider the R-bilinear
mapping
H k. NN/ C1.S1;R/! H k . NM/
defined by
.[]; f / 7! [.pr2.f //pr1./]:
BecauseH k. NN/ has finite dimension, we deduce that this mapping induces an iso-
morphism between the real vector spaces H k. NN/ › C1.S1;R/ and H k . NM/: In
particular, H k . NM/ has infinite dimension.
Now, suppose that [ N8] 2H 2. NN;Z/: Then it is clear that [8] 2H 2. NM;Z/: Let
 : M ! NM be the principal circle bundle over NM defined by [8] (see [22]). From
Proposition 5.10 and Remark 5.11, we conclude thatM is a compact l.c.s. manifold
of the first kind and that there exists a Riemannian metric g onM such that E is a
Killing vector field with respect to g; with .3;E/ the associated Jacobi structure
onM:However, the canonical homology groups ofM have infinite dimension. In
fact, using Corollary 5.8, Proposition 5.10 and the foregoing results, we have that
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H cank .M/
D .H 2m¡2¡k. NN/› C1.S1;R// .H 2m¡1¡k. NN/› C1.S1;R//
and H can2m¡1.M/ D C1.S1;R/
for 0  k  2m¡ 2; where dim NN D 2m¡ 2:
In Section 4 we showed that the first spectral sequence of the canonical double
complex of a contact manifold degenerates at the first term. This result does not
hold for arbitrary l.c.s. manifolds as the next example will demonstrate. Before
that, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.13. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 5.10, the first
spectral sequence of the canonical double complex of M degenerates at the first
term if and only if the first spectral sequence of the canonical double complex of
NM does so also.
Example 5.14. LetK be the 5-dimensional connected, simply connected, nilpo-
tent Lie group consisting of the real matrices of the form
K D
8>>>>><>>>>>:
0BBBBB@
1 x1 x2 x5 x3 x4
0 1 0 0 0 ¡x2
0 0 1 0 ¡x5 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCA

xi 2R
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(see [12; 13]). A basis for the left invariant 1-forms is given by fdx1; dx2; dx3 C
x2dx5; dx4 C x1dx2; dx5g: We take the compact quotient NM D 0nK; where 0
is the uniform subgroup of K consisting of those matrices with integer entries.
Thus, NM is a 5-dimensional compact nilmanifold, and the 1-forms fdx1; dx2;
dx3 C x2dx5; dx4 C x1dx2; dx5g all descend to a basis of 1-forms f1; : : : ; 5g
such that
d1 D d2 D d5 D 0;
d3 D 2 ^ 5; d4 D 1 ^ 2:
Define a 2-form 8 D 1 ^ 4 C 2 ^ 3 and a 1-form  D 5 on NM: The pair
.8; / is an almost cosymplectic structure on NM (see [12; 13]). Moreover, the
2-form 8 defines an integer class, say, [8] 2 H 2. NM;Z/; and hence there exists
a principal circle bundle  : M ! NM with connection form 6 such that 8 D
d6: We denote by the same symbols the forms on NM and their pull-backs to M:
Thus, we deduce that M is a compact nilmanifold with structure equations
d1 D d2 D d5 D 0;
d3 D 2 ^ 5; d4 D 1 ^ 2;
d6 D 1 ^ 4 C 2 ^ 3:
(46)
Furthermore, from Proposition 5.10 we get that .M;/ is a l.c.s. manifold of the
first kind, with
 D 1 ^ 4 C 2 ^ 3 ¡ 5 ^ 6:
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Since the first spectral sequence of NM does not degenerate at the first term (see
[12; 13]), the same holds for M:
To end the example, if we integrate the structure equations (46) we can realize
M as the nilmanifold N0nG; whereG is the group consisting of the matrices of the
form 0BBBBBBBBBBB@
1 x1 x2 .x1/2 .x2/2 x5 x3 x4 x6
0 1 0 2x1 0 0 0 ¡x2 ¡2x4
0 0 1 0 2x2 0 ¡x5 0 ¡2x3
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 x2
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 x5
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
(with x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6 2R/ and N0 is the subgroup of G consisting of the ma-
trices with integer entries.
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